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CRA-W.org
@CRAWWomen
What does CRA-W do?
Individual & Group Research Mentoring

Undergrads: Undergraduate Research Experiences
Undergrads: Distinguished Lecture series/role models
Grad Cohort: Group mentoring of graduate students
Grad Students: Discipline Specific Research workshops
Academics/PhD Researchers: Group mentoring for early and mid career @ CMW, Grace Hopper, and Tapia

2400+ students & PhDs a year

Stay in touch: CRA-W.org, @CRAWomen,
Facebook: CRA-W, Linked-in: CRA-Women
CRA-W Events at Grace Hopper

Visit the CRA-W Booth in the EXPO to learn more (#2050)

Attend another CRA-W Session
Wednesday (3): Thursday (3) or Friday (1)

Visit a CRA-W Table at the Student Opportunity Lab on Friday (Undergrads)

Stay in touch: CRA-W.org, @CRAWomen, Facebook: CRA-W, Linked-in: CRA-Women
THANKS

Please rate and review the session in the GHC 17 mobile app

Stay in touch:
CRA-W.org
@CRAWomen,
Facebook: CRA-W
Linked-in: CRA-Women